Magnetically Triggered Nanocomposite Membranes: A Versatile Platform for Triggered Drug Release
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ABSTRACT:

Drug delivery devices based on nanocomposite membranes containing thermoresponsive nanogels and superparamagnetic nanoparticles have been demonstrated to provide reversible, on–off drug release upon application (and removal) of an oscillating magnetic field. We show that the dose of drug delivered across the membrane can be tuned by engineering the phase transition temperature of the nanogel, the loading density of nanogels in the membrane, and the membrane thickness, allowing for on-state delivery of model drugs over at least 2 orders of magnitude (0.1–10 μg/h). The zero-order kinetics of drug release across the membranes permit drug doses from a specific device to be tuned according to the duration of the magnetic field. Drugs over a broad range of molecular weights (500–40000 Da) can be delivered by the same membrane device. Membrane-to-membrane and cycle-to-cycle reproducibility is demonstrated, suggesting the general utility of these membranes for drug delivery.
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Sustained drug release technology has been applied in a wide variety of medical fields. Many devices are passive, exhibiting release kinetics that are either constant or decreasing over time. However, drug delivery devices that can be repeatedly switched on and off would be optimal for effective treatment of conditions such as diabetes, chronic pain, or cancer. To this end, environmentally responsive (“smart”) materials have been developed that can respond to stimuli that are either internal to the patient (e.g., body temperature) or external (e.g., a remotely applied magnetic field). Temperature-sensitive drug delivery devices have been developed based on thermoresponsive polymer poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAm), which has been incorporated into implantable hydrogels, microparticles, and surface-grafted polymers. Examples of magnetically activated materials include superparamagnetic nanoparticles, which absorb power when placed in an oscillating magnetic field and transfer heat to the surrounding medium. These nanoparticles have been used to achieve drug release from polymer scaffolds, sheets, liposomes, microspheres, microcapsules, and nanospheres, typically by mechanical disruption of the drug–biomaterial matrix. However, the quantity of drug contained by most of these “smart” carriers is relatively small, and drug release is often slow.
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characterized either by a single burst event or by inconsistent dosing as a function of triggering cycle.

To achieve both triggered drug release and consistent dosing, we previously reported composite membranes containing both temperature-sensitive polymer nanoparticles (nanogel) and magnetically activated superparamagnetic nanoparticles. These composite membranes were used to contain reservoirs of drug and achieved repeatable, on-demand, on-off switching of molecular flux upon application of an oscillating magnetic field. However, in order to successfully translate this technology to the clinic, factors affecting the on-state release rate, on/off ratio, and drug-membrane interactions need to be understood and rationally controlled.

In the present study, we report, for the first time, the relation between the chemical and physical composition of the membranes and the release kinetics of several model compounds. Specifically, we demonstrate (a) how the critical on-off temperature of the device can be controlled by the chemical composition of the polymer nanogel, (b) how drug release can be tuned as a function of membrane thickness and nanogel loading density, and (c) how these membranes can be used to deliver both small and large, and anionic and cationic molecules.

Membranes were produced by suspending or dissolving superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles, PNIPAm-based nanogels (NGs), and ethyl cellulose (the membrane matrix material) in ethanol and evaporating to form a film (Figure 1A–C; see Supporting Information for Methods). We have hypothesized that the nanogel forms a disordered, interconnected network throughout the matrix. The superparamagnetic nanoparticles behave as local heat sources that are activated (turned on) by an external, oscillating magnetic field. Temperature-triggered collapse of the PNIPAm enables transport of material (i.e., drug molecules from an enclosed reservoir) across the membrane (Figure 1D).

We produced membranes containing various types and quantities of nanogels prepared to exhibit different phase transition temperatures (see Supporting Information for Methods). The phase transition temperature was controlled by copolymerizing NIPAm with N-isopropylmethacrylamide (NIPMAm) and acrylamide (AAm) (Table 1). Figure 2A indicates that copolymerization of different combinations of precursors can shift the transition temperature of the nanogels from ∼32 °C (NG-32) to ∼46 °C (NG-46). Of particular note, using this copolymerization approach, the transition temperature can be shifted without

**Table 1.** Composition and Thermal Phase Transition Temperatures of Four Nanogels Synthesized for Membrane Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nanogel</th>
<th>N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAm, mol %)</th>
<th>N-isopropylmethacrylamide (NIPMAm, mol %)</th>
<th>acrylamide (AAm, mol %)</th>
<th>transition temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NG-32</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG-37</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG-42</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG-46</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each membrane also contains 5 mol % N,N-methylenebisacrylamide cross-linker. The nanogel number refers to the transition temperature (right column).
membrane at 30 °C transition temperature. For example, in the case of the NG-32 membrane, with a ~200 nm size decrease required prior to a significant increase in membrane permeability. This lag may be attributable to the presence of a disordered pore network inside the membranes; small volume changes in the nanogel presumably cannot generate sufficient free volume over the full thickness of the membrane to significantly change the permeability of the membrane.

To change the flux of drug through the membrane in the on state, the permeability of the membrane must be controlled and optimized. Tuning the membrane thickness is one straightforward approach. Increasing the membrane thickness increased the diffusional path length of a drug molecule through the membrane and thus reduced the rate of drug release (Figure 3). The thinnest membrane tested (90 ± 14 μm thick) released 6.4 ± 0.4 μg/h sodium fluorescein while the thickest membrane tested (288 ± 32 μm thick) released only 0.4 ± 0.1 μg/h sodium fluorescein. Mass transfer rate correlated with membrane thickness measured with calipers. A trade-off existed between membrane strength and membrane flux; thicker membranes that are presumably stronger release drug more slowly. Drug release rate could be further tuned by adjusting the concentration gradient of drug across the membrane, as a linear correlation exists between the initial drug concentration and the membrane flux (Supporting Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).

The permeability of the membrane can also be tuned by adjusting the density of nanogel particles embedded within. Increasing the nanogel content increased the number of thermo-responsive pores templated into the membrane and thus increased the total free volume generated inside the membrane when the nanogels underwent a phase transition, leading to significant increases in drug flux through the membrane (Figure 4). We found that at nanogel loadings of 25 wt % or less, a logarithmic relationship existed between membrane flux and nanogel loading (Figure 4B, R² > 0.99). As a result, the mass flux of sodium fluorescein through the membrane could be tuned over at least 2 orders of magnitude (0.1–10 μg/h) by changing the nanogel content inside the membrane. The same trend was observed when an oscillating magnetic field was used as the on–off trigger (Figure 5); the membrane containing 23 wt % nanogel exhibited a lower average drug release rate in the on state (4.1 μg/min) than did the 28 wt % nanogel membrane (5.7 μg/min). In this case, both membranes were heated by the same ~2.2 °C temperature gradient under the applied oscillating magnetic field, due to the identical ferrofluid content in each membrane.

However, the ratio between the flux in the on state and the off state (i.e., the flux selectivity between the on and off states) decreased as the amount of nanogel in the membrane increased, particularly at higher nanogel loadings. For the data presented in Figure 4, the ratio between sodium fluorescein flux at 45 °C (on) and 37 °C (off) was 15.2 ± 2.6 for a membrane containing 12 wt % nanogel, 8.1 ± 1.5 for a membrane containing 25 wt % nanogel, and 6.0 ± 0.5 for a membrane containing 32 wt % nanogel. Thus, while increasing the nanogel concentration consistently increased the drug flux through the membrane, increased flux was accompanied by decreased on–off ratio. Furthermore, membranes prepared with 37 wt % nanogel exhibited high flux in both the on and off states regardless of temperature, representing a “leaky” system that would be less useful for on-demand drug delivery (data not shown).

At all different membrane thicknesses and for all nanogels tested, drug release occurred with zero-order release kinetics over at least 24 h (R² > 0.98 in all cases in Figures 3 and 4) in the on state. Therefore, the total dose of drug delivered over time could be dynamically adjusted by varying the duration of the oscillating magnetic field. Zero-order release was also observed in the off state (i.e., the flux selectivity between the on and off states) decreased as the amount of nanogel in the membrane increased, particularly at higher nanogel loadings. For the data presented in Figure 4, the ratio between sodium fluorescein flux at 45 °C (on) and 37 °C (off) was 15.2 ± 2.6 for a membrane containing 12 wt % nanogel, 8.1 ± 1.5 for a membrane containing 25 wt % nanogel, and 6.0 ± 0.5 for a membrane containing 32 wt % nanogel. Thus, while increasing the nanogel concentration consistently increased the drug flux through the membrane, increased flux was accompanied by decreased on–off ratio. Furthermore, membranes prepared with 37 wt % nanogel exhibited high flux in both the on and off states regardless of temperature, representing a “leaky” system that would be less useful for on-demand drug delivery (data not shown).

At all different membrane thicknesses and for all nanogels tested, drug release occurred with zero-order release kinetics over at least 24 h (R² > 0.98 in all cases in Figures 3 and 4) in the on state. Therefore, the total dose of drug delivered over time could be dynamically adjusted by varying the duration of the oscillating magnetic field. Zero-order release was also observed in the off state.

Figure 2. Membrane on–off temperature can be tuned by nanogel composition. (A) Volume phase transition behavior of four nanogel formulations containing differing amounts of NIPAm, NIPMAm, and AAm (see Table 1). (B) Correlation between nanogel particle size in suspension (red points/right axis) and the mass flux (blue points/left axis) of sodium fluorescein through membranes as a function of temperature, for membranes containing 25 wt % NG-32 (L) and NG-37 (●) nanogels.

Table 2. Volume Change (% volume change) on Deswelling for the Four Nanogels Synthesized for Membrane Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nanogel</th>
<th>% volume change on deswelling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NG-32</td>
<td>95.1 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG-37</td>
<td>98.0 ± 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG-42</td>
<td>95.2 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG-46</td>
<td>94.8 ± 2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

inducing a change in the total percentage volume change observed upon nanogel deswelling (Table 2, p > 0.2 for all pairwise comparisons). As a result, highly thermo-responsive nanogels can be synthesized that have a range of phase transition temperatures appropriate for a variety of different triggering applications.

The transition temperature of molecular flux through a membrane correlates well with the phase transition temperature of its constituent nanogels, as shown in Figure 2B. However, these data also indicate a temperature offset between flux and transition temperature. For example, in the case of the NG-32 membrane at 30 °C, the nanogel shrank (See Methods in Supporting Information for description of particle size measurements) by ~250 nm without the occurrence of a significant change in permeability. A similar trend is observed with the NG-37 membrane, with a ~200 nm size decrease required prior to a significant increase in membrane permeability. This lag may be attributable to the presence of a disordered pore network inside the membranes; small volume changes in the nanogel presumably cannot generate sufficient free volume over the full thickness of the membrane to significantly change the permeability of the membrane.

To change the flux of drug through the membrane in the on state, the permeability of the membrane must be controlled and optimized. Tuning the membrane thickness is one straightforward approach. Increasing the membrane thickness increased the diffusional path length of a drug molecule through the membrane and thus reduced the rate of drug release (Figure 3). The thinnest membrane tested (90 ± 14 μm thick) released 6.4 ± 0.4 μg/h sodium fluorescein while the thickest membrane tested (288 ± 32 μm thick) released only 0.4 ± 0.1 μg/h sodium fluorescein. Mass transfer rate correlated with membrane thickness measured with calipers. A trade-off existed between membrane strength and membrane flux; thicker membranes that are presumably stronger release drug more slowly. Drug release rate could be further tuned by adjusting the concentration gradient of drug across the membrane, as a linear correlation exists between the initial drug concentration and the membrane flux (Supporting Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).

The permeability of the membrane can also be tuned by adjusting the density of nanogel particles embedded within. Increasing the nanogel content increased the number of thermo-responsive pores templated into the membrane and thus increased the total free volume generated inside the membrane when the nanogels underwent a phase transition, leading to significant increases in drug flux through the membrane (Figure 4). We found that at nanogel loadings of 25 wt % or less, a logarithmic relationship existed between membrane flux and nanogel loading (Figure 4B, R² > 0.99). As a result, the mass flux of sodium fluorescein through the membrane could be tuned over at least 2 orders of magnitude (0.1–10 μg/h) by changing the nanogel content inside the membrane. The same trend was observed when an oscillating magnetic field was used as the on–off trigger (Figure 5); the membrane containing 23 wt % nanogel exhibited a lower average drug release rate in the on state (4.1 μg/min) than did the 28 wt % nanogel membrane (5.7 μg/min). In this case, both membranes were heated by the same ~2.2 °C temperature gradient under the applied oscillating magnetic field, due to the identical ferrofluid content in each membrane.

However, the ratio between the flux in the on state and the off state (i.e., the flux selectivity between the on and off states) decreased as the amount of nanogel in the membrane increased, particularly at higher nanogel loadings. For the data presented in Figure 4, the ratio between sodium fluorescein flux at 45 °C (on) and 37 °C (off) was 15.2 ± 2.6 for a membrane containing 12 wt % nanogel, 8.1 ± 1.5 for a membrane containing 25 wt % nanogel, and 6.0 ± 0.5 for a membrane containing 32 wt % nanogel. Thus, while increasing the nanogel concentration consistently increased the drug flux through the membrane, increased flux was accompanied by decreased on–off ratio. Furthermore, membranes prepared with 37 wt % nanogel exhibited high flux in both the on and off states regardless of temperature, representing a “leaky” system that would be less useful for on-demand drug delivery (data not shown).

At all different membrane thicknesses and for all nanogels tested, drug release occurred with zero-order release kinetics over at least 24 h (R² > 0.98 in all cases in Figures 3 and 4) in the on state. Therefore, the total dose of drug delivered over time could be dynamically adjusted by varying the duration of the oscillating magnetic field. Zero-order release was also observed in the off state.
Figure 3. Membrane thickness regulates sodium fluorescein flux. (A) Mass transfer of sodium fluorescein as a function of “on” triggering time for membranes with different thicknesses. (B) Rate of mass transfer as a function of membrane thickness for data represented in panel A. All data are for sodium fluorescein flux, 25 wt % NG-37 membranes. Data are means ± standard deviation; for each set, n = 6.

Figure 4. Nanogel content of membranes regulates membrane flux. (A) Repeated “on” and “off” cycles with temperature triggering at ca. 12 h time intervals. (B) Average mass transfer rates of all cycles represented in panel A. Note the logarithmic scale. Data are for sodium fluorescein flux, NG-37 membranes. Data are means ± standard deviations; n = 5, 4, 6, and 6 for 12, 18, 25, and 32 wt % membranes, respectively.

Figure 5. Magnetic triggering of membranes. Devices filled with sodium fluorescein and capped with membranes were turned “on” by an oscillating magnetic field (220–260 kHz, 0–20 mT). We separately measured devices containing (A) 23 wt % NG-37 or (B) 28 wt % NG-37 membranes.
state, although the rate of drug release was significantly reduced (Supporting Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). While the nanogel loading and/or membrane thickness could be engineered to control the magnitude of the drug release rate targeted for a particular membrane device, the duration of the on/off states of the magnetic field can be easily controlled by the duty cycle of the power source, thus controlling the total amount of drug delivered using any specific device and providing full on-demand control (at both the design stage and in the patient use stage) over drug delivery.

On-demand, zero-order release was also achieved for the flux of drugs with a range of physical properties. Triggered release was demonstrated from a saturated solution of a 40 kDa molecular weight fluorescein-labeled dextran (Figure 6). Effective on-off switching of macromolecule release was observed, with 0.28 ± 0.08 μg/h drug flux measured through the membrane in the on state and a flux ratio of 6.7 ± 1.2 between the on and off states. In comparison, sodium fluorescein release through the same membrane occurred at a rate of 8.0 ± 2.8 μg/h, even at a much lower concentration gradient (1.25 mg/mL, see Supporting Information for Methods), with a flux ratio of 8.0 ± 1.5 between the on and off states (see Figure 4). The lower permeability of the membrane to FITC-dextran was likely due to its higher molecular weight and lower diffusion coefficient. On the other hand, the similar flux ratio observed between the large and small molecules suggests that the flux ratio was predominantly governed by the inherent properties of the membrane (e.g., nanogel loading and thickness).

Thermally triggered drug release was also demonstrated for bupivacaine, a small molecule amphiphilic drug that is largely cationic at physiological pH (Supporting Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). Thus, it was possible to deliver drugs with different molecular weights and different charges using the same membrane-based delivery vehicles.

Successful use of these membranes as long-term, on-demand drug delivery vehicles requires high reproducibility of cycle-to-cycle and device-to-device drug release. A representative example of four replicate runs for the 25 wt % NG-37 membrane is shown in Supporting Figure S4 in the Supporting Information. For a single membrane, the cycle-to-cycle variability is low; indeed, there is no statistical difference in drug release in either the on or off states on a cycle-to-cycle basis for any membranes tested in this work (p > 0.07 for any pairwise comparison over four on-off cycles). Thus, a single membrane gives highly reproducible release profiles upon multiple triggering events. Similar results were observed over 10 triggering cycles when the membranes were fabricated into implantable reservoir drug delivery devices, although a slight lag in release was observed in the first on cycle, likely due to the need to first saturate the microgel-filled pores of the membrane with the drug prior to drug release. (Supporting Figure S5 in the Supporting Information)

Membrane-to-membrane variability was low for the highly nanogel-loaded membranes (p > 0.18 for any pairwise comparison between 32 wt % nanogel-functionalized membranes, Figure 4A) but increased for membranes with lower nanogel loadings (p < 0.05 for at least one pairwise comparison of on state releases for all membranes prepared with nanogel loadings of 25 wt % or less, Figures 4A and S5, Supporting Information). Observed membrane-to-membrane variability was likely attributable to subtle differences in hand-mixing of the highly viscous precursor solution/suspension between different membranes, leading to slightly different nanogel distributions in replicate membranes. Automation of the mixing procedure could minimize this variability.

The composite membrane-based drug delivery devices described here offer a significant improvement over existing technologies since they can be readily engineered to achieve rational control over drug release kinetics for a variety of compounds. Our data show that it is possible to precisely control drug dosing over multiple orders of magnitude of dosings based on both the physical properties and compositions of the membrane and the duration of the on pulse applied to a given membrane. The frequency and power of the applied magnetic field could also be tuned to effect changes in drug dosing by changing the steady-state temperature of the device. Furthermore, our devices exhibit excellent reproducibility device-to-device as well as cycle-to-cycle. This tunability and reproducibility would present multiple options to the engineer, clinician, and patient for dynamically changing the specific level of basal drug release as well as on-demand drug dosing. Devices with performance metrics like the one presented here have the potential to be effective in vivo. Cellular and tissue reaction to the base components and the composite are benign. As with all drug delivery systems, it will be important to demonstrate this anew with each drug payload, which could have a marked effect on biocompatibility.
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